Press release
CLIP&GO
Marten repellent specialist, STOP&GO, presents innovation
Marten damage is a big source of frustration and often incurs huge costs. What used to be a seasonal
issue, in the past few years has become a year-round problem; stone martens now disperse their
scent marks into engine compartments in all four seasons. Therefore, it is extremely important to take
professional-standard precautions to stop damage occurring in the first place. However, due to ever
compacter engine compartments leading to a lack of space, garage staff are increasingly faced with
complicated installation. The use of tools has become difficult, with staff often forced to rely on touch.
With this in mind, a few years ago, leading innovator STOP&GO successfully introduced the double
contact plate with sophisticated insulation-displacement contact (SKT) that omits the need to lock
the device into place with screws. This has recently undergone extensive optimisation and has been
complemented with new features.
Following intensive development and in-depth testing, the new and next-level “clip” contact plate enters
the market, reaching new heights in terms of use, installation and assembly time and also allowing for
increased flexibility.
Until now, conventional contact plates needed to be “threaded” onto high voltage cables. Conversely,
the new clip version can easily be opened by way of a folding mechanism allowing users to simply click
the cable into place. When the plates are pushed together, a spike is bored into the core of the cable
and consequently ensures a high contact force and optimal conductivity. This now makes it possible
to install additional contact plates at a later date on any point of the high voltage cable, or to add an
extension through an additional contact plate, specifically for large engine compartments such as in
SUV vehicles and mobile homes.
The clip version will be available for the 7 PLUS-MINUS and 8 PLUS-MINUS devices starting spring
2022, made to the usual high-grade STOP&GO quality.
The devices, alongside STOP&GO’s entire range of products, are available from any well-stocked
specialist shop.
As part of our value proposition, all STOP&GO products come with a four-year warranty.
More information about the company and its products is available at:

www.stop-go.de/en
Since 1988, Norbert Schaub GmbH has been developing and selling innovative and animal-friendly
marten protection solutions under the brand name MARDER STOP&GO. STOP&GO aims to successfully
keep marten damage at bay by combining passive protection with active repellent. Martens are kept
away from vehicles using scent sprays and ultrasound. In engine compartments, effective but harmless
electric shocks via high-voltage devices prevent the animal from coming back. Additionally, durable
sheaths protect the cable from sharp marten teeth.
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